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The PISC m Actions are intended to extend the results and methodologies of the previous PISC exercises,
i.e. the validation of the capabilities of the various examination techniques when used on real defects in
real components under realistic conditions of inspection. The objective of this action is relatively close to
that of the heavy structures programmes: the experimental evaluation of the performance of test
procedures used for steam generator tubes in nuclear power plants during in-service or pre-service
inspections. The exercise is a capability exercise consisting of Round Robin Tests on individual tubes
including calibration, training and blind test tubes. In this paper the main conclusions from the RRT
conducted in the framework of Action 5 will be presented and discussed.
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Introduction

The objective of action 5 of PISC IIlO, is the
experimental evaluation of the performance of test
procedures and techniques in use for steam generator tubes
in nuclear power plants during in-service inspection or pre-
service inspection.

The exercise is characterised by the tube material
INCONEL 600, geometry diameter 22.22 mm and wall
thickness 1.27 mm, the principal inspection technique
(Eddy Current), and the number of flaws. The definition of
the programme was based on the interest of the
participating countries in the large variety of failure
mechanisms. An inquiry within these countries helped to
understand their priority of interest in the various flaws.

During the preparation of the programme, results from
international activities in the field (SURRY Project)
became available and were taken into account, together
with recommendations from international workshops (2,
3).

The programme (samples matrix and test schedule) of

capability tests on loose tubes, was formulated and started
in early 1990 with the circulation of Training Tubes Boxes
(4-5>6>, (figure n. The RRT ended in September 1993 and
results are presently being evaluated.

CSNI Workshop Recommendations

In October 1988 the CSNl-Principal Working Group No. 3
organized a "Workshop on Steam Generator Integrity" at
the Staatliche Materialpriifungsanstalt (MPA) in Stuttgart
(4).

The discussions led to the formulation of the following
recommendations to the PISC Management Board :

- a strong emphasis had to be put on IGSCC and IGA
failure mechanisms

- not only the flaw depth had to be retained, but also
other flaw characteristics like the nature (crack or
not crack), the length, the orientation and the
location



Figure 1: Blind test boxes of the SGT-RRT

Defects and Flaws considered

Artificial flaw validation exercise

Although the SGT programme was accepted in general in
Spring 1988, the PISC III SGT group and the Management
Board decided that the flaws to be introduced in tubes and
mock-ups had to be certified as realistic flaws by a group
of specialists.

The Reference Laboratory of the PISC Programme, (the
NDE Service of JRC-Ispra) organized a validation exercise
with several participants; this included destructive
examination of all flaw types acquired or made available
by member countries (').

As a conclusion, in September 1989, it had been
recognized that realistic flaws of the following categories
can be manufactured: wastage, fatigue crack simulations
(EDM), pitting, deposit, wear, intergranular attack (IGA),
secondary water stress corrosion crack (SWSCC), primary
water stress corrosion crack (PWSCC) as well as denting
(table H.

Major flaws considered

The tube assemblies contained a range of geometric and
structural support features typical of those found in steam
generators, including U-bends, expansion transition zones,
tube sheets (TS), tube support plates (TSP) and anti-
vibration bars (AVB). All the flaws were introduced at
these features.

The major flaws introduced fell into two principal
categories:

- machined flaws simulating typical real flaws such as
cracking, wastage and pitting. The flaws may be
single or multiple and may be combined with light
denting or deposits to produce a variety of flaw
detection and characterisation situations

- artificial chemically introduced flaws certified as
realistic simulations of PWSCC, SWSCC and
volumetric IGA. (fipure 21

Artificial flaw fabrication methods were selected by the
PISC SGT Group as a result of the validation exercise.

Besides the contribution of Japan and France, several flaws
were ordered in the UK and the Netherlands. Many spark
eroded flaws were made by JRC Ispra.
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Figure 2: Stress corrosion induced flaws
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Summary of the Destructive Examination

Table 1 lists the final matrix of flaws resulting after the
destructive examination. It should be noted, that
destructive examination of the flaws revealed that some
corrosion flaw types had not been introduced as intended.
Circumferential stress corrosion cracks resulted in
volumetric IGA. Induced axial cracks (AC) resulted in
multiple groups of about 7 to 30 cracks in the same
section, as it is found in reality.

Organisation of the Round Robin Test

Circulation of boxes

The capability tests involved about 100 tubes, most of
which were straight but so"* "re curved and some had
small radius U-bends. These tuoes were approximately lm
long and were placed in sealed boxes to ensure:

- blind test conditions during circulation

- identical test conditions after transportation of the
boxes.

Three kinds of samples circulated :

- Calibration tubes: ASME calibration tubes and
blank tubes furnished by the Reference Laboratory.

- Training tubes: 3 boxes with typical examples of
simple flaws and rarely some composite flaws;
these boxes were fully documented.

- Blind test tubes: 9 boxes containing straight or
curved tubes with simulation of structural elements;
there were 6 boxes containing 6 to 9 tubes of lm
length (straight) and 3 boxes containing tubes of
different lengths (U-bends), (figure 11.

Each team had one week available for testing each batch,
applying one procedure: ET or UT. Training on the three
boxes was considered important in itself and suitable to set
the equipment for the inspection for the blind test boxes.
These training tube boxes were fully documented in
position, type, size and characteristics of the flaws



introduced artificially.

The circulation of the Blind Test Tubes started in Jur •
1991. Taking into account the necessary transportatic -
time between the 30 teams of 9 countries, the RRT was
concluded in September 1993.

Procedures used

Table 2 summarized the procedures and techniques used
by the teams.

Most of the NDT procedures used in this action were based
on the Eddy Current method. Ultrasonics were also used by
two teams as a single method and by five teams as a
complementary method to the Eddy Current at different
stages.

The Eddy Current techniques used by most teams were
mainly based on the primary use of the multifrequency
Bobbin coil technique. Rotating pancake coil techniques or
array pancake coils were used as complementary
techniques.

Most teams used latest field experienced equipment,
hardware and software with in-service procedures. The
most complex report consisted of 11 different techniques.
Some new coil designs were also used as complemetary
techniques.

Evaluation of Results

The Reference Laboratory (JRC of CEC) was responsible
for the collection of the inspection data for the validation
of the flaws and for conducting or directing all destructive
examinations. The analysis and evaluation of results are
performed by the Reference Laboratory under the guidance
of a Data Analysis Group (DAG) following methodologies
approved by the Evaluation Task Force. All DAGs report
to the PISC III Management Board. The PISC Referee
Group (RG) established by the Operating Agent has the
responsibility to ensure the confidentiality of the team
inspection results. The few members of this RG (JRC staff
members) are the only ones that had direct contact with the
inspection teams.

The destructive examination was conducted along the usual
PISC rules; destructive analysis was guided by NDT. The
major tools used for corrosion flaw imaging before cutting
were the X-Ray installation with micro-focus and a UT
bench. The team data on the BTB plots were also taken
into consideration.

For the evaluation of the RRT results, the Management
Board of the PISC programme approved a strategy based
on a set of bench-marks for important parameters, such as:

- minimum size of flaws for destructive examination
(5% of wail thickness)

- action level for indications (20% of wall- thickness)

- rejection level for indications (40% of wall-
thickness)

- differentiation between cracks and other flaws

- rejection sizes in length for cracks

On this basis two independent criteria were used which are
illustrated in table 3-

The parameters used for the evaluation are those proposed
by PISC as part of the BTB Code for evaluation:

- flaw detection frequency (FDF)

- correct rejection frequency (CRF) along one or the
other of the 2 criteria

- correct acceptance frequency (CAF) of acceptable
flaws along one or the other of the two criteria

- false call rate in detection (FCRD) indicating
detection of non existing flaws (as verified by
destructive examination)

- false call rate in rejection (FCRR) indicating false
calls which lead to rejection

The DAG agreed that to be counted as a correct detection a
reported flaw must be within 30 mm of the true axial
location of the flaw. False calls are only counted if they are
reported as greater than 20% through-wall or as cracking
greater than 5 mm long. The presentation of results is made
mainly as a function of typical zones of the steam
generator, e.g. tube sheet area, tube support plate zone, etc.
In each of these zone families of flaws are considered
seperately for the evaluation.

Preliminary Conclusions

Overall capability of testing steam generator tubes

Figures 3 and 4 show some preliminary results.

There were several procedures which demonstrated
good detection capability for all major defects in all
typical locations of the steam generator (tube support
plate, etc.). However, particularly for crack-like flaws,
detection capability fell for flaws with a depth less
than 40% of the wall thickness. In general detection
was not reliable at the action level of 20% through-
wall.

Optimisation of techniques and demonstration of
performance, training of operators on realistic flaws
and elaboration and writing of detailed procedures for
integrating the information from different techniques,
are necessary actions to be considered in the future to
avoid negative human interference for correct
reporting of flaws and filtering out false calls.

Particular statements

The results show a reasonably strong correlation
between flaw depth and detection or correct
sentencing. There is little correlation for flaw length.

, _ A



Figure 3: General results in detection
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PISC type A flaws (EDM notches as manufactured by
the Reference Laboratory)

The performance of the eddy current procedures for
multiple axial cracking and for single EDM potchrs
(PISC type A flaws) is very similar. Consequently for
eddy current inspection, PISC type A flaws appear to
be acceptable simulations of regions of axial cracking.
This may also be the case for ultrasonic inspection but
there is insufficient data to confirm this. Parametric
studies are required to verify this result for both eddy
current and ultrasonic inspection.

Recommendations can already be made:

Parametric studies are required in order to provide a
better understanding of:

the influence of parameters such as defect depth,
length and width

the correlation between real cracks and EDM notches
for both UT and ET

inspection of circumferential cracks

A full evaluation of the data sets from the ca. 50
individual techniques must be carried out in order to
confirm and add detail to the major conclusions.
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Table 1: Matrix of flaws included in the exercise
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Table 2: Procedures and techniques used by the teams
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